MURER HOUSE
FOUNDATION
ANNUAL REPORT
For July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021
AN HISTORICAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND
CULTURAL RESOURCE
The Murer House is a non-profit foundation, which operates and manages the
Murer House and Gardens on behalf of the City of Folsom. The Murer House
Foundation is charged with protecting the Giuseppe Murer House, promoting
the City of Folsom’s Italian-American heritage, the Pieve Del Grappa sister
city relationship, and offering educational, recreational, and cultural
opportunities to the community. The MHF is supported through the generous
donations and contributions of its members, volunteers, visitors and other
supporters.

Joe Luchi, President of the Murer House Foundation
6/30/2021
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MURER HOUSE ANNUAL REPORT 2020/21
AN HISTORICAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND CULTURAL RESOURCE IN THE HEART OF
FOLSOM
Highlights
By any assessment, 2020 was unprecedented compelling everyone to adjust to a new and
unexpected reality. As each one of us learned, from a personal perspective, how to adapt to
unconventional restrictions and other limitations, the Murer House Foundation (MHF) also
grappled with many of the same issues. Fortunately, like so many of us the MHF used this
lull to better prepare and position itself for the future when conditions were expected to
return to a more familiar state of affairs. Accordingly, the MHF chose to apply its resources
to aggressively address a number of critical needs that had been justifiably deferred, for one
reason or another, over the years. In the following pages, you will read about as well as see
many examples of the sort of steps the MHF has taken to ensure a rapid and full recovery.
These actions speak for themselves highlighting a stronger and more resilient MHF
effectively equipped to meet current and future opportunities and challenges.
Who We Are
Membership: 118 active members. This updated total represents about a 15 percent drop
from this same time last year. This decrease is due, in large measure, to reduced class and
event scheduling during most of 2020. As covid-related restrictions continue to be relaxed,
we expect to recover much if not all of the ground lost over the past year.
Volunteers: Unfortunately, the same circumstances affecting membership also limited our
use of volunteers over the same time period. During the past year, the MHF had a limited
number of volunteer opportunities. These included cooking classes, Lavender Day, and the
Holiday Gift Boutique. Nonetheless, we anticipate a big rebound as group restrictions are
lifted; and, more people get out to mingle and socialize.
Finances: Despite a severe decline in revenue generation due to cutbacks in programs and
events through most of 2020, the MHF still ended the last year with an operating deficit of
less than $3,000. While we expect to continue an operational deficit through most if not all
of 2021, the anticipated shortfall is well within the MHF’s financial capacity to absorb. As
our State and local economies continue to recover, we expect to increase class scheduling
and other activities. This increased activity also should help boost revenue generation and
address any further financial shortfalls.
Facebook Followers: Besides continuing to post interesting and informative articles on our
Facebook page including Italian recipes and tips about playing bocce we added posts for
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classes and events too. Incidentally, if you haven’t already “Liked Us” on Facebook, we
encourage you to do so now.
Classes: As we proceeded through 2020, covid-related restrictions continued to be relaxed.
In September 2020, the MHF resumed language and cooking classes, the former conducted
remotely while the latter are being held in the Learning Center albeit with reduced class
sizes consistent with county health orders. We hope to offer more complete class schedules
and other programs in the fall as health restrictions are further removed.

Holiday Gift Boutique
Cooking Classes

Historic Tours: Due to the pandemic, the MHF had to cancel historic tours through 2020.
In April of this year though as certain indoor and outdoor activities were permitted to
resume, we restarted tours of Joe’s House and the Museum.
Sister-City: Despite pandemic-related restrictions in effect both here as well as in Italy,
the MHF was able to maintain contact, through exchange of videos and power point
presentations, with our Sister-City friends in Pieve del Grappa. We hope to schedule a
tour to Pieve del Grappa in spring 2022.
Events: Not surprisingly, covid-related health restrictions limited our activities as the
MHF cancelled most of its events during 2020. However, I am happy to report not all of
2020 was a bust. As some restrictions were gradually lifted toward the end of the year the
MHF hosted, in December, a holiday gift boutique which was well attended. Then earlier
this year, we held a plant sale in partnership with the Folsom Garden Club.
Additionally, on May 15 of this year the MHF resumed its bocce tournaments. Eight teams
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participated in the first bocce tournament held at the Murer House in over a year. Below
are photos from the May tournament. We anticipate proceeding with the final two bocce
tournaments in 2021 on September 11 and October 23 respectively. Check out our website
later this summer for registration details.

Meanwhile, we have opened the court for use by members on a reservation basis. If you
are a member and interested in reserving the bocce court contact the Murer House at
(infomurerhouse@gmail.com).
In June, as we continued to progress towards more normal conditions, the MHF once again
held its popular Member/Volunteer Appreciation Barbecue. Nearly 40 people attended
this year’s event on June 4. The very next day, June 5, the MHF hosted its annual
Lavender Day celebration.

Lavender Day
(photos by Robert
Perricone)
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Other accomplishments in 2020/21
Major Projects for 2020-21
Despite having many of our major projects for 2020 and early 2021 suspended, the
MHF, nonetheless, made significant progress on a number of key initiatives.
1.

Completed repairs to Joe’s House, Garage, and Workshop including exterior
painting of all three historic structures. These three buildings had not been
painted, in a comprehensive and detailed fashion, for nearly 100 years.
Painting them now will help showcase the structures; so, they appear their best
in both the application for national registration as well as to visitors to the site.

2.

Repaired damaged sections of the original wall constructed by Joe Murer
himself between the House and the Garage/Museum. Fixing these two massive
and jagged openings ensures the property appears more representative of when
Joe lived here many years ago.

3.

To ensure our visitors and docents are comfortable when touring Joe’s House,
the MHF installed a window-mounted heater/air conditioning unit.

4.

Our garden committee made up entirely of dedicated volunteers assembled and
installed two potting benches adjacent to the garden shed in the bocce court
area.

5.

To address seasonal intrusion of rainwater into the Garage/Museum a section
of the concrete driveway was replaced including installation of a surface drain
to convey water away from the structure.

6.

The City of Folsom completed resurfaced of the original sidewalk sections
connecting the House, Garage/Museum, and Workshop.

7.

The City also has begun work to restore back to operating condition the historic
fountain located between the house and the garage/museum.

8.

The MHF recently completed an updated business plan for 2021-2024.

9.

Further progress has been made on the Sister-City mural located in the bocce
court area. We expect the mural to be completed before the end of this summer.

10. Coordinated with the City on the fabrication and installation of updated Sister
City signs. City crews installed the updated signs in mid-June of this year.
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Grounds & Buildings

Newly-Painted Exterior to Joe’s House

Repaired Wall Section Next to the House

Repaired Wall Section Next to Garage/Museum

Newly Resurfaced Sidewalks
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Repairs to Historic Fountain Underway
New Potting Benches

Recent Progress on the Wall Mural Showcasing Pieve del Grappa

As shown in the photo above, we continue to plant varieties from the Grappa region in the
Italian vegetable garden. This produce is used in our cooking classes.
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Additional Updates
The application to include Joe’s House, Garage, and Workshop on the National Register of
Historic Places has been drafted; and, is undergoing final editing. The application is
expected to be submitted later this year.
Major Projects for 2021-22
Some of the key projects planned for the remainder of 2021 include:
1. Submit registration for National Register of Historic Places by September 2021.
2. Renewal of the Operating and Maintenance Agreement with the City before
September 2021
3. Complete the Sister City mural in the bocce court area no later than the end of
summer 2021.
4. Install overhead shade structure for pizza oven in 2021.
5. Construct decking in the bocce court area in 2021 to increase available storage
space.
6. Organize and repair the workshop to expand storage space and usage for woodworking interpretative program in 2021/22.
Thank You to Our Supporters
On Behalf of the MHF Board of Directors; I would like to thank all of you for your steadfast
support of the Murer House Foundation during these unusual and difficult times. Without
members and volunteers such as you, the MHF would not exist.
The MHF also wishes to thank our many community partners for their continued
involvement with the Murer House including Intel, Folsom High School students, Eagle
Scouts and Girl Scouts, Green Acres Nursey, the Folsom Garden Club, the Folsom Arts
Association, and the Rotary Club of Folsom. With your support, we continue to thrive!
2021 MHF Board of Directors
Joe Luchi-President

Daron Bracht

Gina Haskell-Vice-President

Bob Holderness

Cindy Baker-Secretary

Norma Petta

Barbara Herndon-Treasurer

Franca Lingren

Michele David

Rhonda Desvoignes
Al Gianini
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